Library Instruction. Second deadline for survey was November 4. On 11/8, 120 responses not counting status report given by Ann Watson, shepherd for publication on First Year Student electronic surveys. The compilers seem to have adequate examples for including in the publication.

Some discussion on the time lag between surveys. There are two surveys very close to being ready. One will be January (Special Collections), the other will be given clearance for spring release (Marketing Plans). Since the surveys go out to same mailing list, it is good to have a window of time before another survey is mailed.

Committee will do a final proof of Special Collections survey and submit any suggestions or revisions to the Chair by December 16, 2002. Another meeting of the CLIP Notes Committee(February) will help us finalize survey on Marketing Plans. Chris Loring volunteered to take on the shepherd role for the Marketing Plans. Corey Williams-Green needed to postpone her participation because of other obligations.

Future topics for CLIP Notes: remote storage/compact shelving issues, copyright (need clarification from inquiry), & Government Documents (policies for paper vs. electronic, depository status changes?). Ann Watson indicated interest in the remote storage survey but will be on sabbatical in Summer, ’03. Possible initial survey on Coll-Lib to get pulse of interest in the Gov. Docs. topic.

The Sales Report from ACRL came in after the meeting. There is good news about CLIP Notes. According to Hugh Thompson, ACRL Publications, the figures for CLIP gross revenues and CLIP revenues as a percent of overall revenues show that CLIPs were up last year, the best in about 4 years. CLIPs as a percent of overall sales (at 24%) were the best since 95-96.